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Let X and Y be real normed spaces with an admissible scheme r = {E, , V, ; 
F, , W,} and T: X ---f 2y A-proper with respect to r such that dist( y, A(x)) < 
kc(ll x 11) for all y in T(x) with II x II > R for some R > 0 and k > 0, where 
c: R+ --f Rf is a given function and A: X 4 2y a suitable possibly not A-proper 
mapping. Under the assumption that either T or A is odd or that (u, Kx) > 0 
for all u in T(x) with i’x 11 > Y 1 0 and some K: X --L Y*, we obtain (in a 
constructive way) various generalizations of the first Fredholm theorem. The 
unique approximation-solvability results for the equation T(x) = f with T 
such that T(x) - T(y) E A(x - y) f or x, y in X or T is Frtchet differentiable 
are also established. The abstract results for A-proper mappings are then 
applied to the (constructive) solvability of some boundary value problems for 
quasilinear elliptic equations. Some of our results include the results of Lasota, 
Lasota-Opial, Hess, NeEas, Petryshyn, and Babuska. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the classical Fredholm alternative for compact linear mappings 
has been extended to various classes of noncompact ones such as condensing 
and A-proper (see, e.g., [25, 521, 33, 341 and references there). The Fredholm 
alternative for nonlinear mappings of the form T = A + N : X+ Y with A 
linear and N asymptotically zero (Le., I! Nx II/II x // + 0 as I/ x lj+ co) has been 
established by Kachurovsky [8] h w en T is compact and then by Petryshyn [29] 
for T k-ball-contractive, h < 1, with Y = X and by Hess [6] for T and A 
of type (S) with Y = X*. These results have been unified and extended in a 
constructive way by Petryshyn [28] to the case when T and A are A-proper 
mappings. In all these results the linearity of A is essential in establishing the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of T(x) =f, f E Y, in case 
when A is not injective. It turns out that the first part of the generalized Fredholm 
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alternative, which states that if A(x) = 0 implies x = 0, then T(x) = f is solvable 
for each f in Y (a generalization of the first Fredholm theorem), is still valid 
for some classes of nonlinear mappings A. In [19, 201 NeEas established a 
generalization of the first Fredholm theorem for mappings T: X+ X* with 
T and A of type (S), A positively homogeneous and either T or A odd and 
in [7] Hess extended Netas results to the case when T and A are either of 
type (S,) or pseudo-monotone. Subsequently, in [28] Petryshyn extended the 
results of [19, 201 to the class of A-proper mappings T and A acting from X 
into Y and recently in [18] M 1 J i o’evic-Petryshyn established a generalization 
of the first Fredholm theorem involving multivalued mappings T and A 
(T= A + N, N as before) of A-proper type with the oddness assumption 
on T or A replaced by certain type of “positiveness” condition. Some general- 
izations of the first Fredholm theorem to multivalued compact mapping were 
obtained by Lasota [lo] and Lasota-Opial [ll] and to multivalued condensing 
type mappings by Milojevid [15, 161. 
It is our purpose in this paper to establish some generalization of the first 
Fredholm theorem in a constructive manner for multivalued A-proper mappings 
T: X-t 2r such that d(y, A(x)) < Kc(lI x 11) for all y in T(x) and (1 x 1) > R 
for some R > 0, where c: Rf --f R-t is a continuous function, k > 0 some 
constant and A: X- 2y a suitable possibly not A-proper mapping. The unique 
approximation-solvability results for the equation T(x) =f with T such that 
T(x) - T(y) E A(x - y) for x, y in S or T FrCchet differentiable are also 
established. Some of these results are then applied to generalized BVP for 
nonlinear elliptic equations. We add that our results include some of the above 
mentioned authors. The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 1 
we introduce some notions, then prove a new antipodes type theorem for 
multivalued A-proper mappings and as its corollaries we deduce the antipodes 
theorems of Granas [4] and Ma [14] f or compact multivalued mappings, of 
Sadovsky [34] for single valued and of Petryshyn-Fitzpatrick [31] for multi- 
valued condensing mappings and of Petryshyn [27] for single valued A-proper 
mappings. 
In the first part of Section 2 we apply our antipodes theorem from Section 1 
to establishing some generalizations of the first Fredholm theorem in a con- 
structive manner for multivalued A-proper mappings satisfying the above 
mentioned condition. The second part of Section 2 is devoted to discussing the 
unique approximation solvability of the equation T(x) = f involving the so 
called asymptotically close A-proper mappings. Using these results we extend 
some results of Petryshyn [23] to multivalued mappings and of Babulka [36] 
to nonlinear weakly coercive mappings. 
The strong and unique approximation solvability of the equation T(x) =f 
is established for the FrCchet differentiable A-proper mappings in Section 3, 
while some applications of the results of Section 2 to generalized boundary 
value problems for elliptic equations are given in Section 4. 
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1. AN ANTIPODES THEOREM 
We begin this section by introducing some definitions. Let X and Y be two 
normed spaces, {E,} and {F,) two sequences of oriented finite dimensional 
spaces and (V,} and (IV,} two sequences of continuous linear mappings with 
V, mapping L?fi into X and W, mapping Y onto F, . 
DEFINITION 1 .l. A quadruple of sequences r = {E, , k’, ; F, , W,} is said 
to be an admissible scheme for the pair (X, Y) if dim E, = dim F, for each n, 
V, is injective, dist(x, V,(E,)) -+O as n+ co for each XGX and (W,> is 
uniformly bounded. 
In the above definition we do not require that En and F, are subspaces of 
X and Y respectively nor that V, and W, are linear projections. The following 
examples will illustrate the generality of Definition 1.1 (see, e.g., [2, 24, 271). 
Let {X,) be a sequence of oriented finite dimensional subspaces of X such 
that dist(x, X,) ---f 0 as n + co for each x in X and let V, be a linear injection 
of X, into X. 
(a) Let (Y,) be a sequence of finite dimensional oriented subspaces of Y 
such that dim Y, = dim X, for each n and let Qn be a continuous linear 
mapping of Y onto Y, such that 11 Qa ]) < M for all n and some constant M > 0. 
Then I’, = (X, , V, ; Y, , Qn} . is a d missible for the pair of spaces (X, Y). 
(b) If Y = X, Y, = X, and W, = P, , where P, is a projection of X 
onto X, such that Pn(x) - x as n -b 00 for each x E X and 11 P, j/ < M0 for all n, 
then r, = (X, , V, ; X,, , P,} is an admissible projection scheme for the 
pair (X, X). Note that when X is complete, the assumption /I P, 11 < MO is 
superfluous. 
(c) If Y = X*, Y, = R(P,*), V, = P, j X, = 1, and W, = Pn*, then 
r, = {X, , P, ; Y, , P,*} is an admissible projection scheme for the pair 
(X, X*). 
(d) If Y = X*, Y, = X,* and W, = Vn*, then r, = {X,, V,; Xp2*, I’,*} 
is an admissible injection scheme for the pair (X, X”). 
Example (c) shows that a projection scheme could be admissible for the 
pair (X, X*) without being projectionally complete for the pair (X, X*) (i.e., 
such that P,(x) + x for each x E X and Pn*(g) -g for each g E X*). We also 
add that the scheme r, always exists when X is separable. 
A class of multivalued mappings to be studied in this paper is given by the 
following 
DEFINITION 1.2. A multivalued mapping T: D C X--f 2y is said to be 
A-proper with respect to (w.r.t.) r = {E, , V, ; F, , W,) if T, = W-TV, is 
upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) from V;l(D) = {u E E, ( V,(u) E D} into F, 
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for each n and if for any sequence {u,~ 1 u,~ E V;:(D)} such that { Vn,(unii))- is 
bounded in X and I] W,J y,,) - I&‘,& y)] j + 0 as K --f CO for some ynk E TVnb(u,) 
and y E Y, there exists a subsequence (u~,(,,} and x0 E D such that Vnk(i)(~,bc,J - 
x0 and y E T(x,). T: D C X- 2y is said to be A-proper at a point g in Y if 
(u,~ 1 u,,,~ E V;:(D)) is such that { Vn,(u,J} is bounded in X and // Wali(yn,) - 
Wnk(g)l ---f 0 as K ---f a3 for sorne~,~ E TVn,c(~,k), then there exists a subsequence 
{u,~(~$ and s in D such that Vn,(‘)(u,,(,,) ---f x with g E T(x). A mapping 
T. D C ,I- - 2x is said to be a generalized projectionally compact OY P,-compact 
for short, if there exists a constant y 3 0 such that T -pI is A-proper w.r.t. 
r,, == {S, , Ifn ; X, , P,} for each p dominating y (i.e., p 3 y if y > 0 and 
p > y if y == 0). 
The notions of single valued P,-compact and A-proper mappings w.r.t. 
f were introduced by Petryshyn [23] and Browder and Petryshyn [2] (see 
[30] for the historical development of the theory of single valued tl-proper 
mappings). Multivalued P,,-compact and A-proper mappings w.r.t. a pro- 
jectionally complete scheme have been first extensively studied by Milojevic [I 51 
and in his subsequent work [16, 17, 18, 38-401, etc. 
The following examples of multivalued mappings, which were proved to be 
of the a-l-proper type w.r.t. a given projectionally complete scheme in [15], 
illustrate the generality of the class of multivalued A-proper mappings. Let us 
first note that if T is A-proper multivalued mapping w.r.t. r and C: D---f 2y 
U.S.C. and compact (i.e., C maps bounded subsets of D into relatively compact 
sets in Y), then T + C is A-proper w.r.t. r ([15]), where we define for x E D, 
(T 7 C)(S) = {U + v i u E T(x), v E C(X)}. 
In the rest of this paper C(X), BK(X) and C&X) will denote the families 
of all nonempty compact, bounded, closed and convex and compact and convex 
subsets of S, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. If C: D C X-t C(X) is u.s.c.and compact, then T = I ~ C 
is A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
To state some other examples, we need the following notions. If A and B are 
bounded subsets of X, then the Hausdorff distance between A and B is defined by 
S(A, B) = rnax{;yz d(x, B), sup d(y, A)]. 
WEB 
For a bounded subset Q C X we define the ball-measure of noncompactness 
(see [3]) of Q as x(Q) = inf{r > 0 / Q can be covered by a finite number of 
balls of radius less than Y with centers in X}. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. If X is complete and S: X + CK(X) is strictly contractive (i.e., 
S(S(x), S(y)) < k /I x - y llfo~ all x, y E X with h E (0, l)), then T = I - S - C 
is A-proper w.r.t. F, provided (1 P, 11 = 1 for all n. 
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EXAMPLE 1.3, If X is complete and F: D C X -+ C(X) is U.S.C. and ball 
condensing (i.e., for each bounded subset Q C B with x(Q) # 0, x(F(Q)) < x(Q)), 
then T = I -F is A-proper w.r.t. r0 provided’ 11 P, 11 = 1 for all n. 
EXAMPLE 1.4 ([IS]). Let X be a reflexive Banach space and T: ,y- 2x* 
demiclosed (i.e., if x, + x in X andy, converges weakly toy in X* with yn E T(x,), 
then y E T(x)) and strongly monotone in the sense that for each x, y E X, 
(u - v, x - y) > ~(11 x - y [I) for all u E T(x) and v E T(y), where c: R~+ - R+ 
is a continuous function such that c(O) = 0 and c(r) > 0 if r > 0. Then T is 
A-proper w.r.t. I’, and obviously T(x) n T(y) = m if x f y. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let K: X-t X*. Then a mapping T: D C X--f 2’ is said 
to be of type (KS) if 
(a) The set T(x) is nonempty, bounded, closed and convex in Y for each 
XED. 
(b) For each finite dimensional subspace EC X, T is U.S.C. from D n E 
to the weak topology on Y. 
(c) For each subsequence (x,} CD that converges weakly to N in X 
and (un , K(xn - x)) + 0 in X as n -+ co for some u, E T(x,), we have that 
x, --) x in X. 
It was shown in Milojevic-Petryshyn [18] that under suitable conditions 
on K (which are always satisfied when Y = X* and K = I) a bounded mapping 
T: D C X---f BK( Y) of type (KS) is A-proper w.r.t. r, . As a special cast we 
have the following example arising naturally in the theory of partial differential 
equations. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let X and Y be rejexive Banach spaces, K: X - Y* a linear 
homeomorphism, and $11 X - R weakly upper semicontinuous at 0 with 4(O) =z 0. 
Let T: X - BK(Y) satisfy 
(u - 0, K(” - Y)) 2 c(ll x - y II) - $(x - y) 
for all u E T(x), v E T(y) and x, y in X, where c: RT - R- is continuous, c(O) 2 0, 
and C(Y) > 0 if Y > 0. Then, if T is K-quasibounded [I 81 and demiclosed, it is of 
type (KS) and consequently is A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
We add that if X is compactly embedded in a Banach space 2, then as # 
one can take 3(x) = [I x 11 , x E X. In view of this, all (linear and nonlinear) 
mappings arising from, say, partial differential equations that satisfy a Garding- 
like inequality in a space compactly embedded in a bigger (say L,) space are of 
the A-proper type. As a second example of # one can take #(x) = (Cx, Kx), 
where C: X + Y is completely continuous. 
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Very recently the author established the following result, which was motivated 
by Toland [41]. 
EXAMPLE 1.6 [38]. Let E, C X and F, C Y and P, and W, be continuous 
linear projections onto E, and F, , respectively, such that P,(x) + x and W,(y) 4 y 
for all x in X and y in Y. Then, if T: X - Y is continuous, surjective and a-stable, 
i.e., -for some c > 0 
,’ W,Tx - W,Ty 11 > C/I x -y I1 forallx,yEE,, n> I 
and F: S- Y is demicontinuous k-ball-contractive with k < c, the mapping 
T + F is A-proper w.r.t. r = (E, , P,; F, , W,}. 
In the last example one can take, in particular, as T a c-strongly monotone 
mapping, as was first done by Toland [44], or a c-strongly accretive mapping 
(see [40]). Other examples of multivalued A-proper mappings can be found in 
[15, 181. 
Now, for each positive integer n, associate with the equation 
the finite dimensional approximate equation 
Wn(f 1 E WnTVn(4, u E V,l(D) C E, . (2) 
Suppose that equatron (2) has a solution u, for all sufficiently large n. We are 
interested in determining whether the sequence {VJx,)} or possibly its sub- 
sequence converges to a solution of equation (1). As in the case of single valued T, 
the class of mappings for which this constructive procedure is valid is that of 
A-proper type. 
To state our results precisely, we need to recall the following notions. 
DEFINITION 1.4. (a) For a given f E Y, Equation (1) is said to be uniquely 
approximation-solvable w.r.t. r if there exists an integer n, > 1 such that 
Equation (2) has a unique solution u, E V;r(D) for each n 3 nf and that 
V7(un) - x E D and x is the unique solution of Equation (1). 
(b) Equation (I) is said to be strongly (resp. feebly) approximation solvable 
w.r.t. Pif there exists an n, 2 1 such that Equation (2) has a solution u, E V;‘(D) 
for each n > nf such that Vn(un) +x E D (resp. Vn,(zQ + x for some sub- 
sequence {Us,}) and f E T(x). 
It is easy to see that if T(x) n T(y) = m for x # y and Equation (2) is 
solvable for all sufficiently large n with {un} bounded, the Equation (1) is strongly 
approximation solvable if T is A-proper. 
We are now in a position to prove the following antipode type theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces with an admissible scheme 
P and D a bounded, open and symmetric neighborhood of 0 in X. Suppose that 
T: D--t 2y is A-proper w.r.t. F with W,TV,(u) E CK(F,) for each u E l’;‘(D) 
and that there exists an integer N > 1 such that 
W,TV,(u) n XW,TV%(-u) := @ for u E S’,‘(D), A E [0, 11 (3) 
and each n 3 N. Then the equation 0 E T(x) is feebly approximation solvable 
w.r.t. r. 
Proof. Let L, be a linear isomorphism from F, onto E,,, . It follows from (3) 
that 
L,W,TVJu) n hL,W?,TV,(-u) == a for u E aV,‘(D), X E [0, I] 
and each n > N. Then by a theorem of Ma [14] we have that deg(L,W,,TV, , 
V;‘(D), 0) is an odd integer. Hence, for each n 3 N there exists an U, E V,‘(D) 
such that 0 E W,Tl/‘,(u,) and by the =2-properness of T w.r.t. r, there exist 
x0 E X and a subsequence (u,~$} such that vn,(un,J ---f xg in X with 0 E T(xJ. 1 
Our first consequence of the above result is the following antipodes result. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let X, Y, P and D be as in Theorem 1.1, T: D ---f 2y such 
that T(aD) is a bounded set in Y and that 
T(x) n hT(-x) = B for x E aD and XE [0, 11. (4) 
Moreover, suppose that TA: D --f 2y given by T,,(x) = T(x) - XT( -x) is A-proper 
for each /\ E [0, I] with W,TVJu) E CK(F,) for each u E V;‘(D). Then the 
equation 0 E T(x) is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. P. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient to show that there exists an integer 
N > 1 such that W,TV, satisfies condition (3) for each n >, N. Suppose that 
such an integer does not exist. Then there exists Ann E [0, I] and u,~ E aV;$D) 
such that A”,: -* A and 
for each k 3 1. Let vnk E TV,&(unk) and wnk E TV(-ulak) be such that 
W&L,) - kQ+‘n,Jwn,J = 0. BY th e b oundedness of (w,#} we have that 
II Wn,(vn,) - XWnk(wnki)lI = I(& - 41 II Wn,(wn,>ll - 0 as I<+ a3. 
By the A-properness of T, w.r.t. r there exist x E X and {Use} such that 
K,ci,(unkci,> - x with 0 E T(x) - W- > x and x G aD, in contradiction to (4). 
Thus, there exists an N < 1 such that W,TVn satisfies condition (3) for each 
n>N. 1 
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To state another special case of our Theorem 1.1, we need to introduce another 
class of mappings. A mapping T: DC X ---f CK(X) is called k-ball-contractive 
if for each bounded subset Q C D, x(T(Q)) < kx(Q). 
For our next result we recall the following properties of the ball-measure of 
noncompactness 
(1) x(=(Q)) = x(Q), where Co(Q) is the convex closure of Q. 
(2) If Q1 t Q2 = {a t-b I=Qlj b~Q,l, then x(Ql f Q,) < x(Qd +x(0,). 
(3) x(XQ) = 1 A / x(Q) for each X E R’. 
(4) ~(0, u 94 = maxix(Qd, x(Qd. 
(5) x(Q) = 0 if and only if & is compact (X a Banach space). 
COROLLARY I .2. Let X be a Banach space with an admissible projection 
scheme I’,=(X,, V,;X,,F’,}, IjP,I/=l, and DCX as in Theorem 1.1. 
Let F: D - CK(X) be an U.S.C. k-ball-contractive mapping with k < 1. Then, if 
T = I -- F satisjies condition (4) of Corollary I. 1, the equation x E F(x) is feebb 
approximation solvable w.r.t. r,, . 
Proof. For each X E [0, I], define F,,: i3 + CK(X) by FA(x) = F(x) - XF( -x). 
Then for each Q C B we have that x(( l/( 1 + h)) FA(Q)) < kx(Q). Consequently, 
1 - (l/(1 + A)) F,, is A-proper w.r.t. r,,, (see [15]). This implies that the 
mapping T, = (1 + A)1 - FA is also A-proper w.r.t. r, for each h E [0, I]. 
The conclusion of our corollary now follows from Corollary 1.1. 1 
Using a generalized degree theory for A-proper mappings [2], a version of 
Corollary 1 .I for single valued T was proved in [27] under the additional 
assumption that TA is continuous in h uniformly for x in D. The existence 
part of Corollary 1.2 was established in [31] and for compact F in [4] for 
D = B(0, r) and in [14] for convex D, while for a single-valued F it was proven 
in [34] and [30]. All these results are extensions of the classical antipodes 
theorem (see [9]). 
2. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE FIRST FREDHOLM THEOREM 
In this section we shall prove several generalizations of the first Fredholm 
theorem involving single-valued and multivalued A-proper mappings. Our 
results include some of those of Lasota [IO], Lasota-Opial [ll], Petryshyn [28], 
NeEas [19, 201, Hess [6]. 
We start by introducing some definitions. Following Krasnoselsky [9], 
we call a nonlinear mapping T: X-+ Y asymptotically linear if there exists 
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a bounded linear mapping T,: X-t Y, called the asymptotic derivative of T, 
such that for all x E X 
T(x) = T,(x) $- N(x) with __ lINx11 -to as 
II xl! 
Ii x 1) ---f co. 
The following notion is a generalization of asymptotic linearity to nonlinear 
multivalued mappings. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A multivalued mapping T: X-j B(Y) is said to be 
k-asymptotically close to a mapping A: X-t B(Y) if for some k > 0 
where 4T(x), 44) = SUP~~~(~) 4y, 44). 
Let US note that if T: X-t B(Y) can be written in the form T = A + N 
with A, N: X-t B(Y) and // u jl/il x Ilk --f 0 as 11 x j/ -+ CO for all u E N(x), then 
T is k-asymptotically close to A. Indeed, for y E T(x) we have that 
for some u, E N(x) 
and consequently, for a fixed E > 0, 
for some u E N(x) which implies that 
Suppose now that T: X-t B(Y) is k-asymptotically close to A: X--t B(Y). 
Then for each f in Y and a given constant C > 0 there exists an rr > 0 such that 
sup a(T(x) - f, A(x)) < g . 
IIa=+-f 
Observe first that, since the mapping T -f is also k-asymptotically closed 
to A, there exists an r1 > 0 such that 
4W - f, 44) < 1 
I’ x Ilk c 
for 11 x ji > Yr . 
This implies that 
sup ol(T(x) -f, 44) < _L for rf > Y, 
!lX’l=Tf II x l17c c 
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or 
sup c+!(x) - f, A(x)) < $- 1 
lla=rf 
which proves our assertion. 
Our first generalization of the first Fredholm theorem is to multivalued 
mappings of A-proper type which include mappings that satisfy condition (5). 
In the rest of the paper, c: R” - R+ is a continuous function. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces with an admissible scheme 
r={E,, V,;F,, W,} and 11 W,II <A[ for n> 1, T:X+2Y A-proper 
w.r.t. r with W,TV%(u) E CK(F,) for u E E, , and A: X+ 2y an odd mapping 
on X\B(O, rO) for some r0 > 0 with W,AVn(u) E CK(F,) for u E E, and such 
that for some integer N 3 1 we have 
II W,(y)ll > c(l1 x II) for each x E V&L.), Y E A(x) and n 3 N. (6) 
Suppose that to each f in Y there corresponds a number rf > r,, such that 
@(T(x) - f, A(x)) < w for all x E aB(0, rp). (7) 
Then the equation f E T(x) is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. I’for each f 
in I’. 
Proqf. Let f in 1’ be a fixed element and define T,(X) = T(x) -f, x E X. 
Then for each n 3 N we have 
WnTIV,(u) n /\W,T,Vn(-u) = o for all u E aV,‘(B(O, rr)), X E [0, 11. (3’) 
Indeed, if for some n > N relation (3’) d oes not hold, then there exist A, E [0, l] 
and U, E aV;‘(B(O, rf)) such that W,TIV,(u,) n h,W,T,V,( -u,) =/ D. Then 
for some yu E TIVrG(u,) and z,, E TI V,( -u,) we have W,(y,) = h,W,(z,,). 
By the compactness of W,AV,(u,J we have that d(W,(y,), WnAVn(u,)) = 
~ W,(y,) - Wn(aJ and d(W,(z,), W,AV%(-u,)) = lj W,(zO) - W,(w,)ii for 
some c,, E A I/*n(uJ and w0 E A V,( -u,). Moreover, 
= -I’x w;,(%) + ” ipx W,( -=a,) E WnA V&z). (1 
It follows that 
& W,(V” - Yo) + *; W&o - %I = Wn(YJ 
409/65/2-16 
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for some yn E AVn(u,) and by condition (6) we have 
ccl! ~~nW1) 
G !I Wn(Y?L)l/ 
- /I j+ Wn(tl, - Yo) + $x Wn(xo - wo> ; 0 0 
a contradiction. This completes the proof of (3’). Now by Theorem 1.1, the 
equation 0 E T,(x) = T(x) -f is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. r. 1 
The following lemma provides conditions on A that imply the validity of 
condition (6) in Theorem 2.1 with c(r) = KP, k a positive constant depending 
onA,ai>O. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X, Y and r be as in Theorem 2.1 and A: X-t 2y A-proper 
at 0 w.r.t. r and cY-positively homogeneous (i.e., A(tx) = t”lA(x) for each x E X, 
t > 0 and some ol > 0). Then, if 0 E A( ) x im zes x = 0, there exists a constant pl’ 
k > 0 (depending on A) such that condition (6) of Theorem 2.1 holds with c(r) = kra 
andsome N 3 1. 
Proof. If such a constant k > 0 does not exist, then there will exist 
xlLh E VnkVLk) and yni E 4~~) such that II Wnk(~,)lI < (link) II xnk /Ia for each 
k > 1. Define z,r = 11 x,* 11-l x,1. . By the a-homogeneity of A, 11 xBk I/-“yI1, E 
-6,) and so Kk(l/ x,,; IP Y,,) E Wnk4xnk) with xnk 6 V,JE,J and 
!I wn,(l; Xnlc II-~Y~,N - 0 as k-+co. 
By the A-properness of A at 0 w.r.t. r, there exist u, E Em and x0 E X such 
that { Vnl(u,,,)> C (zn,.), VjJum) --f z. and 0 E A(z,) with Ij z, 11 = 1, in contra- 
diction to our assumption on A. 1 
Remark 2.1. If we just require that A: X - B(Y) is lower semicontinuous 
on X, then the converse assertion of Lemma 2.1 holds, i.e., condition (6) 
implies that 0 E A(x) only if x = 0 provided c(r) - 0 implies r + 0. Indeed, 
suppose that 0 E A(x). Then, if x E V,(rS,) for some n > I, by (6) we have 
that x = 0; otherwise there exists u, E E, such that Vn(un) ---z x as n -+ 00. 
Since A is lower semicontinuous, we can select yla E AVn(u,) such that 
yn - 0 E A(x) and by (6) it follows that ~(1~ I/n(z+Jl) < /I W,(yn)ll + 0 as 
n --f cci. Thus, ~(1~ VJu&) - c(il x !I) = 0 which implies that x = 0. 
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From the proof of Theorem 2.1 we see that the following result is valid 
THEOREM 2.1’. Let X, Y and r be as in Theorem 2. I, D C X open bounded 
and symmetric neighborhood of 0, T: i3 + 2y A-proper w.r.t. r with W,TVn(u) E 
CK(F,J for u E D, , A: D- 2y odd on 3D with W,AVJu) E CK(F,) for u E rr, 
and that for some integer N > I we have 
i! W,(y)11 > ~(11 x 11) for all x E aD, , y E A(x) and n 2 N. (6D) 
Then, if 
a(T(x), A(x)) < g$u for all x E aD, (7D) 
the equation 0 E T(x) is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. I’. 
We add that Theorem 2.1 was proved in [16] in case of condensing mappings. 
Moreover, conditions (6D) and (7D) imply (at least when r is a projectionally 
complete scheme for (X, Y)) in the single valued case with A continuous that 
II T(x) - 4x)il < II A(x)ll for all x E aD. m 
In case when we have the strict inequality in condition (D), the solvability of 
T(x) = 0 was established in ([27, Theorem 21) under the additional conditions 
that T is bounded on aD, continuous and that H,(x) = (l/(1 + t)) T(x) - 
(t/( 1 --I- t)) T(-x) is A-proper for each t in [0, 11. 
In case when T is odd, we have the following new result. From its proof 
we see that instead of condition (8) b e ow it is sufficient to require that to each f 1 
in Y there corresponds rf > 0 such that 
a( W,T(x) - W,(f ), W&x)) ,< (k - c) c(li x II) for x E V,(E,J with /I x jj 3 yf 
for all sufficiency large n. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X, Y and T be as in Theorem 2.1, T: X-t 2y A-proper 
ze.r.t. L’, odd on XB(0, rO) for some r,, > 0 with W,TV,(u) E CK(F,J for each 
u E E, and A: X- 2’ with WnAV,(u) E CK(F,) for u E E, such that for some 
constant k > 0 and an integer N >, 1 we have that 
Ii W,(y)11 > kc(ll x 1) for each x E Vn(E,), y E A(x), n 3 N. (6’) 
where c(r) --f 00 as r + CO and c(r) > 0 f or r > 0. Suppose that for each f in Y 
the ,follouing condition holds 
lirn sup ol(T(x) - f’ A(x)’ < k 
il.XI/’ n l-11 x II) nf . v-9 
Then the equation f E T(x) is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. rfor each f in Y. 
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Proof. Let f in Y be arbitrary but fixed. It follows from (8) that there exists 
an Y( 3 Y,, such that 
4W4 - .A 4xJ k - 6 
4 x II) 
< 
M 
for 1) x Ji > rf and some E > 0, 
and consequently, 
The compactness of W,A(x), x E X, implies that to each y E T(x) there corre- 
sponds z, E A(x) such that 
d(W,(y) - W,(f), WJ(X)) = i’ w,(Y) - wn(f) -- wn(z~)l’- 
In view of this, we have that for each t E [0, l] and each y E T(x) with lj x jj ~:= I,
where Y > yf such that c(r) 3 (2/e) M ]lf]~, there exists z, E A(x) such that 
$~ (I - t)“llfll <=k- 5 
c(li x !I)-- 2 ’ 
or, 
II W,(p) - @‘&q,) - ff~df)ll < (k - 4) 4 x !I). (9) 
Now, for each 72 .> N, define the mapping H,,: [0, l] x E(O, r) - CK(F,) 
by H,(t, u) = W,TV(u) - tWa(f), where B,,h = V;l(B(O, T)) C ET,. Since 
B,(O, Y) C V;‘(@O, r)) and aB,(O, r) C V;‘(aB(O, r)), it follows from (9) and (6’) 
that for each y E TI/,(u) with u E itB,(O, r) and t E [O, I] we have 
Thus, 0 6 H,(t, u) for each t E [0, I] and u E aB,(O, r), which implies that 
0 r$ n/m&(t, U) for these t and u and some linear isomorphism JV~~: F,b - En , 
n > A? This shows that the homotopy M,H,: [0, l] X B,(O, r) - CK(&) 
is admissible and consequently, by the homotopy theorem for compact multi- 
valued mappings (see [14]) 
deg(MnW,TV, - M,W,(f), &(O, r), 0) == deg(M,W’,W;, , &(O, r), 0) 
= odd integer. 
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Hence, for each n > N, there exists an u, E B,(O, r) such that JV?,(f) E 
JJ’,TVn(u,). By the A-properness of T w.r.t. r, there exists {un,} and WY,, E S 
such that Vn,&un,) 4 x0 and f~ T(x,). 1 
In view of the remarks preceding Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1, we have the 
following corollaries of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X, Y and r be as in Theorem 2.1, T: X - 2 y A-proper 
w.r.t. r and A: X7-+ 2y A-proper at 0 w.r.t. I’ with W,Tl/,(u) and W,A J:,(u) E 
CK(F,) for each u E E,, . Suppose that T is k-asymptotically close to A and A is 
ol-positively homogeneous with 01 > k and 0 E A(x) only if x == 0. Then, if either 
T or ,1 is odd, the equation f E T(x) is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. r 
for each f in I-. 
As another consequence of Theorem 2. I, we have (cf. [38]) 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X, Y and r be as in Theorem 2. I and let T: S - 2y 
be an odd on X!B(O, r) for some Y > 0 and A-proper mapping w.r.t. r. Then, tf 1 
satisfies condition (6) of Theorem 2.1 with c(r) ---f a5 as r + m, the equation 
f E T(x) is ,feeblv approximation solvable w.r.t. r for each f in Y. 
Proof. For each fixed f in I’, define a mapping l;(x) = Tx --f, x E X. 
Then, clearly 1; and T satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. i 
Remark 2.2. In case of single-valued T and A which are A-proper on -Y, 
Corollary 2. I yas proved by Petryshyn [28] which, on the other side, extends 
the previous results of Ne?as [19, 201 and Hess [6] involving mappings T and A 
of type (S) and (S,). M’e want to stress that in our Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we 
do not require that A be A-proper. In particular, when T is either single- 
valued or multivalued mapping of type (S) or (S,) and hence ri2-proper (see 
[27, 18]), the conclusions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold true without A being 
of type (S) or (A’,). When F and d are compact multivalued mappings and F is 
asymptotically close to a homogeneous mapping A, the solvability off E T(x), 
T = I ~ F, in Corollary 2.1 was proved by Lasota [lo] and by Milojevid [16] 
in case of condensing mappings. 
We need the following lemma which partially extends Theorem 2.1 C in 
[30] to some nonlinear mappings. 
I,EMMA 2.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, Y normed space and r such that 
F, C Y, R( W$) C R( Wz+I) and W,(f) + f for each f in Y. Let A : X - I; be 
linear and continuous and C: X - Y completely continuous (i.e., zf x, - x in X 
then C(X~) + C(x)) and positively homogeneous with C(0) = 0. Then, for T -:z 
rl t C the .following two conditions are equivalent 
(I) J + C is A-proper w.r.t. l? and T(x) = 0 only if x = 0. 
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(2) There exists an integer N > 1 and a constant c > 0 such that 
11 W,(A(x) + C(x))11 > c // x 11 for aZZ x E V,(E,) and n > N. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to prove that condition (2) 
implies (1). To that end, let {Us, / u,~ E Enlc} be such that ( Vnk(unL,)} is bounded 
in X and for some g in Y, gnk = W,a(A + C> v&s) - W&d - 0 as k - 03. 
By the reflexibity of X we may assume that Vnli(zQ - x0 in X and 
CV*l,(~,I;) + C(x,) since C is completely continuous. Consequently, 
@‘,,A ~n/n,(un,) = gn, - Wn,C~n,(un,) + Wr&) - g - CW 
and since R(W$) C R(Wz+,), we obtain that g = C(x,) + A(x,). Moreover, 
there exists ZJ~ E E, such that Vn(nn) + x,, and by (2) we have 
as h + 00. Hence, Vn,(umh) + x,, and C(x,) + A(x,) =g, which completes 
the proof of the A-properness of A + C w.r.t. r. That T(x) = 0 implies 
x = 0 follows from Remark 2.1. 1 
The validity of the following result follows from Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.3, Let X, Y, r, A and C be as in Lemma 2.2 with C odd. 
Then, if A + C satis$es condition (2) of Lemma 2.2, the equation 
A(x) + C(x) =f 
is feebly approximation-solvable w.r.t. r’ for each f in Y. 
Remark 2.3. If A: A - Y is continuous linear and A-proper w.r.t. I’ 
and C is as in Lemma 2.2 with (A + C)(x) = 0 only if x = 0, then A j- C is 
A-proper w.r.t. r and consequently condition (2) of Lemma 2.2 holds. 
In case when neither T nor A is odd we have the following result (see also 
remark preceding Theorem 2.2 and compare the result with Theorem 3.lM 
in [30] in the single-valued case). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X, Y, r, A and T be as in Theorem 2.2 except that we 
do not assume that T is odd. Let K: X + 2=* and K,: E, + 2Fn’ be such that 
0 E K(x) implies x = 0 and that for each n and each u E E, and v E KVJu) 
there exists w E K,(u) such that 
(g, v) = (W,(g), w) for all g E Y. CC’) 
Let L, be a linear isomorphism of E, onto F, such that 
(L,,(u), w) > 0 for all w E K,,(u) and u # 0 in E, ((3) 
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and let there exist r0 > 0 such that 
either (~1, u) > 0 for all ZI E T(x), u E K(x) with 
/j x /I >, Y,, OY (vu, u) < Ofor all these u and v. (C3) 
Then the equation f E T(x) is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. rfor each f in Y. 
Proof. Let f in Y be a fixed vector. As in Theorem 2.2, we find an Y > r0 
such that 
= deg(M,W,TV, , K1(W, r)), 0) 
for all n > N, where M, is a linear isomorphism from F, onto E, . Next we 
shall show that the last degree is nonvanishing. To that end, we first assume that 
(‘u, u) 3 0 in (C3) and define the homotopy H,: [0, l] x B,(O, r) --t CK(E,) 
by H,(t, U) = (1 - t) MnLn(u) + tM%W,TV,(u). If for some n > N we had 
0 E H,([O, l] x aB,(O, r)), then there would exist u0 E aB,(O, Y) and t, E [0, l] 
such that (1 - to) M,L,(u,) -t- toMnW,(a,) = 0 for some w,, E TVJu,). By the 
injectivity of M, , we obtain (1 - t,)L,(u,,) -+ toWn(vo) = 0. By the injectivity 
of&, t, # 0 and t, f 1 as proven above. Thus, t, E (0, l), and by (Cl) and (C2) 
we have that for each v E KV,(u,) there exists w E K,(u,,) such that (v” , V) = 
( Wn(vO), w) = -(( 1 - to)/to)(Ln(u,,), w) < 0 in contradiction to our first 
assumption in (C3). Hence, 0 $ H,([O, l] x aB,(O, r)) for all n > N and, 
by the homotopy theorem for multivalued compact mappings ([ 14]), we find that 
deg(M,W,TV, , B,(O, Y), 0) = deg(MnL, , B,(O, Y), 0) # 0 since M,L, is a 
linear isomorphism of E, onto itself. This implies that for each n > N there 
exists U, E B,(O, r) such that W,(f) E W,TV,(u,) and by the A-properness 
of T w.r.t. r, there exists (Un,} such that Vnk(unlc) ---f x,, in X with f 6 T(x,,). 
In case when the second assumption of (C3) holds, one obtains the feeble- 
approximation solvability off E T(x) in a similar fashion as above by considering 
the homotopy H,(t, u) = tM,W,TVJu) - (1 - t) M,L,(u), t E [0, 11, 
u E B,(O, Y). 1 
Let us now discuss possible choices of mappings K, K, and M,, ([%I). In case 
Y = X* with X separable and reflexive, we choose K = I, r, = r, , K, = V, 
and define M,: X, + X,*( = Y,) by MJx) = Cj”=, (fj , x) fj , where {I,/& ,..., lCln} 
is a basis in X,, and {fi ,..., fn} ’ is t h e corresponding biorthogonal basis in Xn*, 
n > 1. Then these K, K, and M, satisfy conditions (Cl) and (C2) in Theorem 
2.3 with r = r, =1X,, V,; Xn*, V,*}. In case Y = X and r== r, = 
{X, , V, ; Xn , P,}, we can take K = J a duality mapping from X- 2x*, 
K, = P,* J and M, = I,. 
Before discussing the unique approximation solvability of equations involving 
the above type of mappings, we need the following result which is of interest in 
its own right. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T: X-t BK(Y) be A-proper w.r.t. P and T(0) = 0 
if T is not single-valued. 
(a) If T satisfies condition (+) (i.e., if u, 4-f for some u, E T(x,), then 
{xn} is bounded) and W,TV, is one-to-one (i.e., W,TV,(u,) n W,TV,(u,) = D 
whenever u1 # u2 in E, , n > l), then the equation f E T(x) is feebly approximation 
solvable for each f in Y and is uniquely approximation solvable if uniquely solvable. 
(b) Zf P = P, and T is a-stable, i.e., for large n, 1’ W,(u) - W,(v)(( > 
~(11 x - y Ii) for all u E T(x), v E T(y) and x, y in X, , where c: R’ ---f RI is 
continuous, c(0) = 0, c(r) > 0 for r > 0 and c(r) ---f co as r -+ ‘CD, then the con- 
clusions of part (a) hold true. 
Proof. (a) If T is single-valued, we may assume that T(0) = 0. Let f in Y 
be fixed. Using condition (+) and the A-properness of T, one finds an rr > 0 
and n, > 1 such that for each n 3 n, , tWn(f) C$ W,TV,(bB,) for each t E [0, I], 
where B, = V$(B(O, rt)). Hence, for n 3 n, 
deg(W,TV, - W,f, B, ,0) = deg(W,TVn , B, ,O). 
Since W%TV, is one-to-one, the mapping 
P,(t, u) = WnTVn (&) - WnTV, (- +, , UEB,, tfz [O, 11, 
does not vanish on aB, for each t E [0, I]. Since F,(l, .) is odd on ?B, , 
deg( W,TV, , B, , 0) f 0 and our assertions follow from the A-properness 
of T. 
(b) If T is single-valued with T(0) not possibly zero, the result is known 
(cf. [24, 371). Let f E Y and let large n be fixed. The a-stability of T implies that 
for some rn , deg(W,T - W,f, B,(O, r,), 0) f 0, as in part (a). Then the 
solutions {u,} of W,(f) E W,T(u,) are bounded and again the assertions follow 
from the A-properness of T. 1 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 and 2.3 in [ 181, we have the 
following extention of Theorem 1 in [23]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let T: X + BK(Y) be lower semicontinuous on X, U.S.C. from 
each X, to the weak topology on Y and a-stable with T(0) = 0. Then T is A-proper 
w.r.t. r, and one-to-one if and only if the equation f E T(x) is uniquely approxima- 
tion solvable w.r.t. r,G for each f in Y. 
Let us now turn our attention to establishing the unique approximation 
solvability of equations involving asymptotically close mappings of A-proper 
type. It was noted in [8] that there are examples of nonlinear integral equations 
which show that even when T is a compact asymptotically linear mapping 
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(and so I ~ T is A-proper) the solutions of the equation x -- T(x) =f cannot 
be unique under the assumption that 1 - A is injective, where A is the asymp- 
totic derivative of T. 
We shall establish first the following result. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let X and Y be normed spaces with an admissible scheme 
F = (& , V, ; F, , W,} and U a neighborhood of 0 in X. Suppose that A: U -> 2 y 
satisjes condition (6) on VJE,) n L:, i.e., for each n > N we have 
~ W,(y)l, 2 c(l: x II) for each .x E Vn(E,) n C’ and y E A(x) (6”) 
zuhere c(0) == 0, c(r) :, 0 fey Y > 0 and suppose that T: X-, Y is A-proper 
w.r.t. P, satis$es the following condition 
T(x) - T(y) E A(x - y) zuheneaer x ~~ y E U (10) 
und either 1; WnTV,(u,)!~ -F co as ~1 VJu,)Il - CO with u,~ E E, or T satisjies 
condition (+) and T(0) = 0 if T is not single-valued. 
Then the equation T(x) = f is feebly approximation solvable w.r.t. P for each f 
in Y and uniquely approximation solvable if T is one-to-one. 
Proof. For each x E X, define a neighborhood U(X) of x by U(x) = U $- x = 
{y + x 1 y E I/$. Let E > 0 be such that U(x) contains a ball B(x, 4~). Then 
for each n ;> N and u E E, the mapping WnTV, is injective on C, = 
V;;l(B( V,u, 26)). Indeed, if for some ur and u, in C, we have that W,TVJu,) := 
W.nTV7L(u,), then 0 = WnTV,(u,) -- WnTV,(u,) E W,A(V,u, - V,u,) since 
Kb(ul) and VJug) belong to B( VVLu, 2~) C U( I/nu) and consequently, 
I;I(ui) - V,(u,) = yi - yz for some yi , ye E U with 11 yi - y2 11 .< 4~ which 
implies that VJu,) - Vn(u2) E Ii. By condition (6”) and properties of c, we 
obtain that YJur) = V,(uJ and by injectivity of I’,, , that ui == u2. Now, 
the injectivity of II/,TVrL on C, implies that 
C(B( V&l , 6)) n V,‘(B(V&, ) c)) == D 
whenever 
W,TV&,) == W,TV,(u?) and U] f u2 in E, for each n > N. 
(11) 
i\;ext we claim that there exists an integer Ni > N and a constant 6 > 0 
(depending on 6) such that for each u E E, with n > Ni we have 
1’ W,TV,(u) - W,TV,&(v)l > 6 whenever 2’ E BV,‘(B( V&, 6)). (12) 
Indeed, if this were not so, then there would exist u,,, E En,* and 
Z’71k E 3 K:(qKi%qc > <)I for R 2: 1 
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such that 
by (6”) we obtain that 
a contradiction, since 11 Vn,(unk) - V~n,(~)n,)l~ = E for all k 2 1. 
Next, for each n > N, the mapping WnTVn: B, z V;l(B(V,p, c)) -tF, , 
UEEn, is continuous and injective and consequently, W,TV,(B,) is open 
in F, by the invariance of domain theorem. By continuity of W,Tlr, , 
W,TV,(B,) u WnTVn(BB,) C W,TV,(B,) u B(W,TV,(B,)) which, by the 
injectivity of WnTV,, , implies that WmTVn(o’B,) C a( W,TI/,(B,)). By the 
injectivity of W,TV, on B, and the closedness of W,TV,(B,), we have that 
WnTVn(B,) u i3(W,TV,(B,)) == W,TV’,(B,) u W,TV#B,). 
Thus, W,TVn(BB,) = B(W,TV,(B,)). Using this fact we shall show next 
that for each n >, N and u in En 
K, = {u EF, j /; v -- W,TV&)II < S} C W,TV,(B,). (13) 
If this inclusion does not hold for some n, then for some v EF,, with 
II v - WnTV&)lI < S we have z1$ W,TV,(B,). If u E a(WnTVn(B,)) = 
W,TV,(BB,), then v = W,TV/,(u,) f or some ur E aB, and so /! WnTVn(,(ul) - 
WnTV,(u)lI < 6, in contradiction to (12). So ZI EF,\CZ(W,TV~(B,)) and then 
the segment joining W,TV,(u) and ‘u intersects a( W,TVJB,)) at some point u1 . 
Then, for some A E (0, 1) u1 = XW,TVJu) + (1 - A) ZI which implies that 
I/ u - WnTVn(u)l/ = (l,/(l - A)) I/ u1 - W,TV’,(u)lj > 6, in contradiction to 
/j TJ - W,TV,(u)ll < 6. Thus, condition (13) holds, which, in particular, 
implies that W,TV,(E,) is open in F, for all n >, N. Next we shall show that 
WnTVn(En) = F, for n 3 N. If this were not so for some n 3 N, there would 
exist ZI E a( W,TV,(E,)) and let B,(v) be the ball in F, of radius S centered at 21. 
Since B,(v) n W,TVJE,) f ,@, there exists W,TV,(u) E B,(v) for some 
u E E, . By condition (13), we have that ZJ E K, C W,TI/‘,(B,) in contradiction 
to v E a( W,TVn(E,)). Hence, W,TV,(E,) = F, for each n > N. 
It follows from (11) and (13) that (W,Tlr, , E,) is a covering space for F, 
for each n > N. Since F, is simply connected we have that W,TV% is open 
and injective mapping of E, onto F, , i . e., it is a homeomorphism for each n > N. 
Now, let f~ Y be a fixed vector. Then the equation W,TVn(u) = W,(f) 
is uniquely solvable in E, for all n > N. If u, E E, is the solution of this equation 
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and if II WnTVn’,(u,)lI --f ~0 as II Vn(un)II + co holds, then the boundedness of 
{W,(f)} implies that { Vn(u,)} is bounded and by the A-properness of T w.r.t. r 
there exists a subsequence {Vn,(un,)} such that V,Jun,) ---f x and T(x) =J 
However, if we assume that T satisfies condition (+), then from Proposition 2.1 
(see its proof) we see that { Vn(u,)} is b ounded and T(x) = f is feebly approxima- 
tion solvable. Its unique approximation solvability follows from the injectivity of 
T and W,TV, . 1 
As a consequence of this theorem we have the following new approximation 
solvability result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X, Y, F and c be as in Theorem 2.5 with C(Y) ---f m 
as r -+ co, A: X-t 2* satisfy condition (6”) with U = X and T: X-j Y A-proper 
w.r.t. P and satisfy the following condition 
T(x) - T(y) E A(x - y) for all x, y E X. W’) 
Then the equation T(x) = f is uniquely approximation solvable w.r.t. P for each 
.f in I’. 
Proof. From conditions (6”) and (lo’), it follows that T and W,TVn are 
one-to-one on X and E, , n >, N, respectively. Moreover, from (6”) we obtain 
that ~1 WnTVJu& + co as /j Vn(u,)li + co with u, E E, . Thus, by Theorem 2.5 
we obtain that the equation T(x) = f is uniquely approximation solvable for 
each .f in Y since T is injective. 1 
Remark 2.4. In [16] we have shown by a different argument that Theorem 
2.5 and Corollary 2.3 are valid, if condition (6”) is weakened to: “0 E W,A(x), 
x E V,(E,) n U, only if x = 0” and if we require additionally that W,AVa: 
V,‘(U) ---f CK(F,) is U.S.C. For compact multivalued A, see [l l] and for con- 
densing multivalued A see [ 161. 
We have shown (Lemma 2.1) that if A is A-proper w.r.t. r and cu-potively 
homogeneous, then the condition: “0 E A(x) only if x = 0” implies our con- 
dition (6). Although this implication does not seem to hold when A is not 
cr-positively homogeneous, we can still establish the following result. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let X, Y, U and F be as in Theorem 2.5 with F, C Y and 
W,(f) +f for each f in Y, A: U 4 2= A-proper w.r.t. P and T: X-t Y conti- 
nuous, satisfy condition (10) of Th eorem 2.5 and T(X) closed in Y. Then, if 0 GA(X) 
or& ;fx = 0, T is surjective, i.e., T(X) = Y. M oreover, if U = X and the equation 
W,TV,(u) = W,(f), f E Y, is solvable for all large n, the equation T(x) = f 
is strongly approximation w.r.t. F provided further that /I W,TVJu,)ll + 00 
as 1) Vn(u,J 4 00 with u, E E, . 
Proof. Let E > 0 such that B(O, 4~) C U. Then T is one-to-one on B(x, 2~) 
for each x E X. Indeed, if for some xi and x2 in B(x, 26), x E X, we have that 
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T(x,) = T(x,), then by condition (lo), 0 = T(x,) - T(x,) E A(y, ~ yr) for 
some yr - yr E U since xi , x, E B(x, 2~) C U(X) = U + x and consequently, 
Xl - x2 = yr - yz for some yr and ya in U with 11 yi - ya 11 < 4~. Now, by our 
condition on A, yr - y, = 0 and so xi = xg . Hence, T is one-to-one on 
B(x, 2~). 
Next we shall prove that T(B(x,, , c)) is open in Y for each x0 in X. Define 
T,: B(0, G) --) Y by T,(y) = T(x) ~ T(x,), wherey = x - x,, with x in 13(x,, G). 
Then T,(O) = 0, T,(y,) - T,(y,) E A(y, ~ ya) for all yr and yz in B(0, c) 
and T(B(x,, , c)) = T,(B(O, c)) + T(x,,) is open if T,(B(O, c)) is open in I-. 
Moreover, Tl is i2-proper w.r.t. r for suppose that {unh E En,, I Vnn,(u,,<) E B(0, c)j 
is such that WnkTl Vn,(um,) ~ Wnk(g) ---f 0 for some g in Y. Then Tl V7ii(z~,,t) ~-- 
T,(O) E AVn&J and so TlI/,k(urh7,) - TdO) = vvk for SOme v,,< E A ~~~~i~(~n,) 
with Wn,Jvn,J -- W,,;(g) - 0 as k - 03 since T,(O) = 0. By the A-properness 
of A w.r.t. r, there exists a subsequence {urn) C {un,} such that ~~Qu,,,) - s 
in X with g E A(x) and by the continuity of T, , T,(x) = g. 
Now let ya E B(0, 6) be arbitrary and r,, > 0 such that B( y,, , Y”) C B(0, c). For 
each n > N, define the mapping T,: B, =: cl V;l(B(O, ro)) ---f F, by Tn(u) =: 
W,T,V,(y) - W,T,(JJ,,), where u -m: y - I’;r(y,,) with y E cl V;l(B(y,,, Y,,)) 
and the homotopy H,: [0, 11 x B, + F, by 
= WTb Tl V, i 
Y + t KaYo) 
i It-t 
_-_ W T V 11 1 II i 
_ vilbb) + tY 
1 St 
i 2V&)) . 
Then there exists N, 2 N such that H,(t, U) $- 0 for all t E [0, I], u E aB, 
and n 3 Nr . If not, then there exist (tn,:} C [0, I] with tnL + t and u,~> t 3B,,, , 
k > 1, such that 
=o 
by (10) we have that 0 E W,,A Vnk(ypbR - V$y,,)) and by the A-properness 
of A w.r.t. r, there exist {y,& - I$‘( y,,)) C {yn, - V$(ya)} such that 
V,(y,) ~ y0 - x with 0 E A(x) and 11 x 11 = Y”, in contradiction to our assump- 
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tion on A. Thus, such an Nr > N exists and by the homotopy theorem for the 
Brouwer’s degree, we have 
deg(W,,T,V,L - WnT1(y,), V(B(y, , yo)), 0) = deg(K0, .), R ) 0) f 0 
for all n > Ni since H,( I, .) is an odd mapping on B, . 
For the completion of the proof of our theorem we need the following 
invariance of domain theorem for A-proper mappings w.r.t. a general scheme r. 
In case of a projectionally complete shceme r, it was proved in [26] using the 
generalized degree for A-proper mappings by a technique that does not seem 
to go over to general admissible schemes. 
Our proof is a simple application of the Brouwer’s degree. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let X and Y be normed spaces, r = (E, , V, ; E;, , W,} 
an admissible scheme for (X, Y), D an open subset of X and T: D + Y. Suppose 
that to each point x,, in D there corresponds a neighborhood B(x, , rO) with 
Bb,, > I,,,) C D such that T: B(x,, , ru) + Y is A-proper w.r.t. r, T(x,) $ 
T(BB(x,, , Y,,)) and deg( W,TV, ~ W,T(x,), V;‘(B(x,, , YJ), 0) # 0 for infinitely 
many 12. Then T(D) is an open set in Y. 
Proof. \Ve need show that for each h E T(D) there exists a ball B(h, s) with 
B(h, s) C T(D). Let y0 > 0 and x,, in D be such that T(x,) = h, B(q,, vo) CD, 
T(x,) # T(aB(.q, , r,J) and deg(W,TV?{ ~ W,T(x,), V;l(B(x, , Y&), 0) f 0 for 
infinitely many n. Since T is A-proper on B(x, , vu), there exists an integer 
;V -r I and c >a 0 such that 11 W,TV,(u) - W,T(x,J > c for all UE aV;r 
(W,, . Y,,)) and n > N. Let s = c/n2 with il W, 11 < 142, y E B(h, s) arbitrary and 
define the homotopy H,: [0, I] x & +F, by HJt, u) = W,TV,(u) - 
tW,T(.v,,) ~-- (1 - t) W,(y), n 3 N, where B, = V;l(B(x,, , r,,)). Then for 
each u t ?B, and t E [0, I] we have 
M,,(t, u)l’ = 11 W,TV,(u) - W,T(x,) - (1 - t) W,T(x,) (1 - t) W,(y)l) 
-> 1’ W,Tl/,(u) .-- W,T(x,)li - (1 - t) 1~ W, ~j :I T(x,,) -y 11 
>.c---(I -t)c=tc;~o 
and consequently, H,(t, U) + 0 for all t E [0, I], u E 3B, and n > A? By the 
homotopy theorem for Brouwer degree, we get that for each n > N, 
deg( W?‘TV.,, - WJy), B,, , 0) =: deg( W,TV, - W,T(x,), B, , 0) and conse- 
quentl!,, there exists a subsequence {n,} with n,< ---f CO such that 
deg(Wn,LTL’,, - W,,(Y), BrLB1 0) == deg(Wn,TV,, - W,T(x,), &J f 0 
for each n, . Thus, there exists u,, E B,,< such that WntTl/llg(qJ = Wnk(y) 
and by the A-properness of T on B(x o j yoh there exists C Vdu,,)> C { VncI(unk)l 
such that V,(u,,) - x E B(x, , r,J with T(x) = y. Since y E B(h, s) was arbitrary, 
we have shown that B(h, s) C T(D). 1 
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From the proof of Theorem 2.6 so far, we see that Tr is one-to-one and 
for all n 3 N(y,) and all y,, E B(x, E), which together with Theorem 2.7 imply 
the validity of the following corollary since T(B(xa , 6) is open if T,(B(O, E) 
is open, x0 E X. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X, Y, U, r and A be as in Theorem 2.6, D open in X 
and T: D --+ Y continuous and satisfy condition (10) qf Theorem 2.5. Then T(D) 
is open in Y. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6 completed. By Theorem 2.7 we have that T,(B(O, c)) 
is open in Y and thus, T(B(xO, 6)) is open in Y for each x0 in X. Consequently, 
T(X) is open in Y and, since it is also closed by assumption, we get that 
T(X) = Y. When U = X we have that the mapping T is A-proper on X 
w.r.t. r and that for each f in Y there exists u, E E, with W,TVJu,) = W,(f), 
n > 1, and { Vn(u,)} bounded in X. Since T is A-proper w.r.t. I’ and one-to-one, 
we have that VJu,) 4 x in X with T(x) = f. 1 
Remark 2.5. It is easy to see that if 11 TX - Ty 11 > // x - y /I for all x and y 
in X, then T(X) is closed in Y. Moreover, if T = 1 -F with F: X+X 
a ball-condensing map, then T(X) is closed in X provided F satisfies condition 
(10) and A: U---f CK(X) is ball-condensing with x E A(x) only if x = 0 (see 
[16]). The solvability of W,TV,(u) = W,(f) follows, e.g. if 0 E W,AVJu), 
u E E, , implies u = 0 by Remark 2.4 (see also the next section, Theorem 3.1.). 
Let us now show that Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.6 can be considered 
as extensions of some results of Babugka [36] to nonlinear mappings. 
Let A: X---f B(Y) be positively homogeneous and K: X - Y* such that 
j/ Kx - Ky /I < () x - y ~1 on X. 
DEFINITION 2.2. T: X ---f Y is said to be weakly coercive via A, if 
(i) T(x) - T(y) E A(x -y) for x,y E X; 
(ii) There exists a constant y > 0 such that 
inf sup l(z, K(x - y))l 3 y; 
z&4(10 lIs-yll~1 
ilull==I 
(iii) 0 E A(x) only if x = 0. 
Now, since a weakly coercive mapping T satisfies Ij TX - Ty /i >, y // x - y /I , 
by Theorem 2.6, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let r be as in Theorem 2.6 and T be continuous and weakly 
coercive via an A-proper mapping A. Then the equation T(x) = f is uniquely 
solvable for each f in I’. 
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Remark 2.6. It follows from Theorem 2.8 below that we actually have the 
strong approximation solvability of T(x) =f in Corollary 2.5. 
For the unique approximation solvability, we need E, C X and the following 
conditions. 
(ii?,) There exist constants yn > 0 with lim yn = y > 0 and 
inf sup I(Wn? w - Y))l 3 Yni 
.&4(U) Il.-Yll<l 
llull=l,ucEN r,yeE, 
(ii&J 0 E W,A(x), x E E, , only if x = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let r = (E, , P,; E;, , W,} be projectionally complete for 
(X, Y), A be positively homogeneous and T satisfy condition (i). 
(a) If T is A-proper w.r.t. r, W,TP,( x - TX for each x E X and condition ) 
(iin) holds, then T x - f is uniquely approximation solvable w.r.t. rfor each f in Y. 
(b) If T is weakly coercive via A and A-proper w.r.t. r and condition 
(ii&J h Id f o s or a 1 1 1 arge n, then the conclusion of part (a) holds. 
(c) If T is continuous and condition (iin) holds, then the equation TX = f 
is uniquely approximation solvable w.r.t. rfoy each f in Y if and only ifit is solvable 
for each f. 
Proof. (a) Our conditions imply that T and W,TP, are one-to-one and 
the approximate equations W,TP,x = W,f are solvable by Proposition 2.1(b). 
The assertion now follows from the A-properness of T. 
Next, part (b) follows from Proposition 2.1(a), while part (c) follows from a 
theorem of Browder [37]. 1 
Our final result in this section states that the closedness of T(X) in Theorem 
2.6 and (/ WnTV,(u)l/ ---f co as (/ V,(u)11 --t cc can be replaced by condition (+). 
Its proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1(a), where one uses condition 
(10’) and the properties of A instead of the injectivity of W,TV, . 
THEOREM 2.8. Let X, Y, and r be as in Theorem 2.6, A: X--f 2y A-proper 
w.r.t. I’, 0 E A(x) only if x = 0 and T: X- Y continuous and satisfy conditions 
(10’) and (+). Then the equation TX = f is strongly approximation solvable w.r.t. I’ 
for each f in Y. 
3. APPROXIMATION SOLVABILITY OF EQUATIONS INVOLVING FRBCHET 
DIFFERENTIABLE ~VAPPINGS 
In the theory of A-proper mappings various results on the unique and strong 
approximation solvability of the equation T(x) 7 f with T: D C X- Y an 
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A-proper mapping have been established under the injectivity assumption on 2’. 
In case when T is not injective, we can still establish the unique or strong 
approximation solvability for T(x) = f p rovided that T is continuously FrCchet 
differentiable or just Frechet differentiable at a solution of this equation. This 
follows from the following result which was established by the author in his 
thesis [15] without the estimates (14) and (15) and in this form it can be found 
in [30]. In a more general form Theorem 3.1 can be found in our paper [39] 
together with some other applications. 
THEOREM 3. I. Let X and I7 be Banach spaces with a projectionally complete 
scheme PV = {X, , P, ; Y, , Qn], D C X open and T: D - Y A-proper w.r.t. Pi, . 
Let x,, E D be a solution of T(x) = f and T be Frechet dsflerentiable at x0 with 
T’(x,) A-proper w.r.t. Pl, and injective. Then the equation T(x) = f is strongly 
approximation solvable in B(xO , r) C D for some r > 0 with x,, being the oni$ 
solution of T(x) = f in B(x, , r). Moreover if we set y = Ii(T’(x,))-l 11 , then for any 
E E (0, y) there exists n, > I such that ,for any solution x, of Qn.T(x) = Qn(f) in 
qxo 7 r) n X, we have 
II % - x0 j: ,< (y -~ c)-l 1) T(x,) -fl, for n 2 n, (14) 
If T is continuously Frechet dzzerentiable at x0 , then there exists an n2 >z 1 such 
that the equation QnT(x) = QJf) has a unique solution x,, in @x0 , r) n XvA 
for each n > n2 and x, - x0 as n --f a. Moreover, there is a constant M depending 
on (j T’(x,,)ll, y and@ = supn (( Qn II such that 
11 XT2 - x0 i1 < M 11 x,, ~ PJx,)ll for all large n. (15) 
Let us add in passing that this theorem extends the corresponding results of 
Krasnoselsky [9] and Vainikko [35] for T = I - C with C compact and f = 0. 
It follows from the last theorem that any set of conditions that implies the 
surjectivity of an A-proper mapping T: X - Y together with the requirement 
that T is Frechet differentiable on X (respectively, continuously FrCchet 
differentiable on X) and T’(x) is injective on X for each x E X imply the strong 
(resp., unique) approximation solvability of T(x) = f in some neighborhood 
of each of its solution for each f in Y with the rate of convergence of approximate 
solutions given by (14) (resp., by (15)). I n view of this, one can obtain the 
strong or unique approximation solvability of T(x) = .f in our results of Section 2 
by imposing, in addition, differentiability condition on T when it is not injective. 
We close this section with the following application of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with Y unqormly convex, 
P, = {X,, P,; Y,, Qn) and its adj.oint scheme Pp* = {R(Qn*), Qn*; R(P,*), P,*) 
are projectionally complete for (X, Y) and (Y*, X*) respectively and T: X--t Y 
A-proper w.r.t. P,, with T(X) closed in Y. If, in addition, T’(x) is one-to-one and 
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A-proper w.r.t. P, for each x in X, then the equation T(x) = f is strongly approxi- 
mation solvable w.r.t. P, in a neighborhood of each of its solution for each f in Y. 
If T is also continuously Frechet dtjferentiable, then the equation T(x) = f is 
uniquely approximation solvable w.r.t. I’, in a neighborhood of each of its solution 
for each f in Y. Moreover, the inequalities (14) and (15) of Theorem 3.1 hold true, 
respectively. 
Proof. Since T is FrCchet differentiable on X and T’(x) is one-to-one, 
by Theorem 4 of Petryshyn [25], the adjoint [T’(x)]* is also one-to-one (and 
A-proper w.r.t. I’,*) for each x in X. By the Pohoiaev theorem [32], T(X) = Y. 
Now, the conclusions of our theorem follow from Theorem 3.1. 1 
4. APPROXIMATION-SOLVABILITY OF QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall apply some of the results of Section 2 to the approxi- 
mation-solvability of generalized boundary value problems for quasilinear 
elliptic equations of order 2m. Some of our results include some of Netas [20] 
and Petrpshyn [28]. 
We start by introducing some notions. Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn 
with smooth boundary aQ so that the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem holds on Q. 
For fixed p E (1, 03), let L, = L,(Q) d enote the usual Banach space of real- 
valued functions defined on Q with norm 11 u &, . As usual, if 01 = (01~ ,..., a,) 
is a multi-index of nonnegative integers, we denote by Da = @l/ax;1 ... @*/axzn 
a differential operator of order / 01 / = a1 + ... + o[, . For a nonnegative 
integer m, we denote by Wnm G Wnm(Q) the real Sobolev space of all u in L, 
whose generalized derivatives D%, / 01 / < m, also lie in L, . We know that 
II’,,“1 is a separable uniformly convex Banach space with the norm /I u Illm,p = 
03ldCrr, /i I’ Dau Ilg)l/n and for p = 2 we get the Hilbert space Wzrn with the 
corresponding inner product (., .)m . Let CGm(Q) denote the family of infinitely 
differentiable functions with compact support in Q considered as a subset 
of W,;‘% and let mUrn be the closure in WDm of C,“‘(Q). Moreover, by (u, v) = 
so uv dx we denote the natural pairing between u in L, and v in L, with 
9 = p( p - 1)-l, while by R”m we denote the vector space whose elements 
A. Generalized Dirichlet Boundary Value Problem for 
Nonlinear Elliptic Equations 
Consider the Dirichlet BVP of the form 
=%4 + J&4 = f(x), 
Dw lao = 0 forIwl<m-1, (16) 
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where f E L, and 9(u) and A(u) are formal differential operators given by 
.Ayu) = c (-l)lfli DBBO(x, u ...) D%) 
14I<VJ-1 
(18) 
witha,,ELa@)forIoll <mandIp <manda,,EC@)forIol/ =I/~ -rm, 
and the functions L&(x, &J, where & = {(, 1 1 (Y. / < m} is a vector in some 
Euclidean space RSna, satisfy the following 
ASSUMPTION A(1). Bfi(x, t,,) is continuous in 5, for each fixed x in Q and 
measurable in x for each fixed 6, E RSm. Moreover, there exists a constant c > 0 
and h EL, such that j B,(x, ,$,)I < c 1 E, 1 + h(x) for all x E Q and all 
181 <m-l. 
Let l(u, v) and m(u, ZJ) be the Dirichlet forms on marn associated with Z(u) 
and A(u) by 
m(u, v) = c (B,,(x, u ,..., D”u), Dk). 
/ 0 1 <m--l 
The generalized Dirichlet BVP for (16) consists in finding a weak solution 
of (16), i.e., u E fiarn such that 
4% v) + m(u, v) = (f, v) for all zI E tip. 
Conditions on au4 imply that Z(u, u) is a bounded bilinear form on k!‘.atn and 
thus there exists a bounded linear operator L: @am + @am such that Z(u, W) = 
(Lu, v)?n for all 24, u E I%‘?. Using Holder’s inequality, Assumption A( 1) implies 
that m(u, v) is well defined on mzrn and is bounded and linear in v E mzrn 
for each fixed UE T#an7. ([I], [13]). Th us, there exists a unique bounded and 
continuous mapping M: @am + @‘am such that 
m(u, v) = (Mu, v) for all v E tizrn, 
and as shown in [l] (see also [28]), M . IS compact. Moreover, there exists a 
unique element wr E wzrn such that (wr , v) = (f, v) for all ZJ E fiam. Then the 
generalized Dirichlet problem for (16) . IS e q uivalent to the solvability of the 
equation 
Lu + Mu = w, (u E vv2-). 
Suppose that 9(u) is strongly elliptic, i.e., C~~l,l,l=~ a,,(x) ~“70 > d 1 71 j2m 
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for all 71 E R” and some d > 0. Then, by Garding’s inequality M is of type (S) 
and consequently it is A-proper (see Example 1.5; compare with [30]), 
w.r.t. any given projectionally complete scheme r, = (X, , P,; X, , P,} for 
tiSnl, a,“), which exist since mzFr’ is a separable Hilbert space. Thus, L + M 
is also A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
ASSUMPTION A(2). I&(x, t,,,) is homogeneous for each I ,8 / < m ~ 1, i.e. 
B,(x, t[,,) = tBB(x, E,,,) for all x in 0, 5, in Rsm and t in R1. 
Our Assumption A(2) implies that M is a homogeneous mapping on i%‘z~‘~. 
Consequently, from Corollary 2.2 we obtain in a constructive fashion the 
following result the existence of which was proved in a more general setting 
by Pohoiaev ([33, Theorem 51). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Z(u) and k?‘(u) be th e f ormal difJerentia1 operators given 
by (17) and (18) such that Y is strongly elliptic and Assumptions A(1) and (2) 
hold. Then the generalized Dirichlet BVP for (16) is feebly approximation solvable 
w.r.t. I’,, for each f in L, provided (L -+ M)(x) = 0 only ;f x = 0 and is strongly 
approximation solvable if L $ &jr is one-to-one. 
Let us add that when both 9 and &Z’ are linear operators in divergent form, 
the generalized Dirichlet BVP for (16) was studied by Vishik, Browder and 
Girding and others (cf. [30]). 
B. Generalized’ Boundary Value Problems for Nonlinear Elliptic Equations 
We shall now consider a quasilinear elliptic formal partial differential equation 
of the form 
where 
9-(u) _I d(u) + M(u) = f (x) (f E L,) (19) 
and 
.d(u) = 1 (-1);” DnA,(x, u ,..., D%) (20) 
‘I:<nz 
c/V(u) = c (-l)!al D@Ni(x, u ,..., D%), u E W,“,. (21) 
!Bl<rn-1 
Assume that A,(x, &,(u)(x)) and Na(x, E,m(u)(x)) are measurable functions of x 
on Q for each u in Wnm and lie in L, . Associate to the formal differential 
operators S!(U) and M(u) the generalized Dirichlet forms a(u, v) and n(u, U) 
defined on WG~ by 
a(u, v) = 1 (44x, L(U)), Dmv) (22) 
n(u, v) = C (N&, L(u)>, DOv). (23) 
plgm-1 
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Using the Holder inequality, it is easy to see that these forms are well defined 
on WD1’l. 
Let V be a closed subspace of Wp with fiDm C I? By the generalized (or 
variational) boundary value problem for Equation (19) we mean (see [I, 121) 
the problem of finding an element u in V, called the weak solution of Equation 
(19) which satisfies the equation 
for all zI in V. (24) 
We now proceed by imposing conditions on A,(%, &,J and N,,(x, c,) which 
would guarantee the (approximation) solvability of the generalized boundary 
value problem for Equation (19). 
ASSUMPTION B. (1) Each A,(x, 5,) satis$es the Caratheodory conditions, 
i.e., A,(x, 5,) is measurable in x on Q for each fixed &a in Rsm and continuous 
in [,,, on Rsm for almost all x in Q. 
(2) There exist a constant k, > 0 and a function h in L, such that 
1 A&(x, [,,)I < k, 1 5,n ID--~ -t h(x) for all / 01 / < m. 
(3) There exist constants c0 > 0 and cl > 0 such that for each x E Q, 
each pair 5, and E,,’ in Rsm and some integer k < m - 1 we have 
C [A,@, L) - A.& Em’)1 [Eu - Lx’1 
l4<-“’ 
ASSUMPTION C. (I) Each NJx, 5,) satisjies the Caratheodory conditions. 
(2) There exist a constant k, > 0 and a function g in L, such that 
l~~(x,5m)l~k,IE1p-1+g(~)fo~~~~IPl~m-~. 
Now, it follows from (Bl-2) and (Cl-2) and the standard results about 
Nemytsky operators (see e.g., [13, Ch. 2.21) that for each fixed u in V, a(u, V) 
and n(u, V) are continuous linear functionals of v in V which we denote by 
A(u) and N(u), respectively. Thus, in a unique way we associate with a(u, v) 
and n(u, v) bounded continuous mappings A and N from V into V* defined by 
a@, v) = (Au, v) for all v in V (25) 
n(u, v) = (Nu, v) for all v in V (26) 
where (Au, V) and (Nu, V) denote the values of the functionals A(u) and N(u) 
in V* at ZI in V, respectively. Moreover, for each f E L, there exists a unique w, 
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in V” such that (f, W) = (wf , ZJ) for all v in V. Thus, in view of (25) and (26), 
Equation (24) is equivalent to the operator equation 
T(u) G A(u) + N(u) = q (u E VI (27) 
for a given zu, in V*. In other words, the generalized boundary value problem 
for Equation (19) corresponding to V is equivalent to the solvability of the 
operator Equation (27). 
Since V is a separable reflexive Banach space, we can find a complete system 
of linearly independent vectors {& 1 i = 1, 2,...] C V. Define X, == sp(4, ,..., &} 
for each n 2 1 and let V, be the linear injection of X, into V. Then the adjoint 
Vn* of L’, is the projection of V* onto X,* and TO = {X, , V, ; Xn*, Vn*) 
is an admissible approximation scheme for the pair (V, V*). Next, for each 
n 3 I we associate with Equation (24) a system of nonlinear algebraic equations 
4% 3 Cd + 4% 9 A) = (h $9) (1 < j < n) (28) 
for the determination of the unknowns {ain,..., arm} of an approximate solution 
u 11 = Cj”=l Ujn$j E Xn . 
From the above discussion we see that the system (28) is equivalent to the 
finite dimensional operator equation 
T&n) r= -%z@n> + Nu(%> = Vnn”(q), (29) 
where A, = V?&*A 1 X, , N, = Vn*N 1 X, and T, = A, + N, . In view 
of this, we shall say that the generalized boundary value problem for Equation 
(16) corresponding to V is strongly (respectively, feebly) approximation solvable 
w.r.t. TO if the operator Equation (27) is strongly (respectively, feebly) approxi- 
mation solvable w.r.t. J’, . 
In order to specify our requirement on behavior of A(u) and N(u) at “infinity” 
we shall introduce two auxiliary formal differential operators 
and 
iqu) == 1 (-l)i”I P&(x, u,..., PU) (30) 
l4@Z 
with B,(x, E&U)) and Ma(x, tm(u)) in L, such that the induced forms 
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are well defined on WDrl and that for each fixed u in V, b(u, v) and m(u, v) 
are continuous linear functionals of v in V (this will be the case if, for example, 
B, and M,, satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of A ssumptions B and C, respectively). 
Thus, we can associate with b(u, v) and m(u, v) in a unique way bounded and 
continuous mappings B and M from P’ into V* determined by b(u, v) = (Bu, v) 
for all v in V and m(u, v) = (MU, v) for all ZI in V. 
We are now in a position to state our new approximation solvability result 
for the generalized boundary value problem introduced above. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let d(u), g(u), k(u) and M(u) be the quasilinear formal 
diSferentia1 operators introduced above for which Assumptions B and C hold. 
Let V be a closed subspace of W,:, with WDnl C V and such that linear imbedding 
of V into WFP1 is compact. 
Suppose that, in addition, the following assumptions hold: 
(D) There exist a constant k > 0 and an integer N > I such that 
/I V,*(Bu + Mu)11 > kc(ll 1.11,~~) for all u E X;, , n > N, where c is as in 
Theorem 2.2. 
(E) There exist functions (Ye , 01~: R+ - R+- such that for each u E V 
I 4% u,..., D”u) -- B,(x, u ,..., D”u)I < +(i/ u II,,,,) for ( 0z < m, 
I No@, us..., DTL) ~ M($(X, u,..., ZP’u)i < al(l~ u I:,,,,,) for / j3 < m -- 1 
lim sup Al + ~z(t) ~: k 
f’h c(t) measK?) %IG~ 1 . 
(F) There exists r,, > 0 such that either B(u) and d(u) are odd on V\B(O, r,), 
i.e., B,(x, -u ,..., -Pu) = -B,(x, u ,..., Pu), Mu(x, -24 ,..., --D%) I=. 
-A&(x, IL,..., D%) for u E V\B(O, r,,), 1 oi 1 < m and / /I 1 ‘< m - 1 or (Tu, u) > 0 
or (Tu, u) < 0 for I/ u /I 2 rO . 
Then the generalized boundary value problem for Equation (16) corresponding 
to V is feebly approximation-solvable w.r.t. L’, for each f E L, and strongly approxi- 
mation-solvable w.r.t. r, if T = A + N is one-to-one. 
Proof. Let f EL, be a fixed vector. By the above discussion, it is sufficient 
to show that the operator equation Au + Nu = w, , u E V, is feebly approxi- 
mation solvable w.r.t. r, . To that end we shall prove that all the assumptions 
of either Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.3 hold depending on our assumptions 
in (F). Let us first observe that the mapping T = A + N: V- V* is A-proper 
w.r.t. TO by Example 1.5 since N is compact and the embedding of V 
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into WF-l is compact (cf. also [28]). Next we have that for all u and D in I/ 
and consequently, 
Thus, 
::; m=(Q) C 1 . (al(li u ii,.,) + 411 u I’,,,)). 
Iale 
This shows that the operators T = A + iV, B + M: V + V* satisfy condition 
(7) of Theorem 2.1 since 1) V,* // .< 1. M oreover, the operator B f 111 satisfies 
condition (6) of Theorem 2.1. 
Now, if g(u) and CM(~) are odd in Assumption (F), then the operators 
T = A + N and 3 + M satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, and, if 
(Tu, U) >, 0 or (Tu, u) < 0 for all /( u /j > Y,, , then T and B + M satisfy all 
the assumptions of Theorem 2.3. Hence, the assertions of Theorem 4.2 follow 
from either Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.3 depending on the assumptions made 
in Assumption (F). 1 
As an immediate consequence we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let d(u) and N(u) be the quasilinear formal d$ferential 
operators for which Assumptions B and C hold and let V be as in Theorem 4.2. 
Suppose that, in addition, the following assumptions hold 
(D’) If a(u, 7~) = Ofoy some u in V and all z, in V, then u = 0 
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(E’) There exists a continuous function 01~: R+ -+ R+ suck that for each u in V 
I N/3(x, u,..., D-)1 < ~1(llan,,) for I B I < 712 ~ 1 
and for some d > 0, lim,,, sup al(t) t-d > 0 and su@iently small. 
(F’) There exists y0 > 0 such that d(u) is d-homogeneous on V\)B(O, yo), 
i.e. A,(x, tu ,..., 0%) = CA&x, u ,..., D%) for all u in V\B(O, TO), t > 0 with 
Ial < m and either AZ(~) is odd on V\B(O, rO) OY (Tu, u) > 0 or (Tu, u) < 0 
for II u II 3 yo. 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 4.2 hold. 
Proof. Taking J&‘(U) = 0 and g’(u) = d(u) in Theorem 4.2, we see that 
all the hypotheses of that theorem hold. Indeed, all we need to show is 
that Assumption (D) holds. This follows from Lemma 2.1 since A is d-homo- 
geneous and A-proper w.r.t. To with A(u) = 0 only if u = 0. 1 
Remark 4. I. Under the assumption that d(u) is odd and d-homogeneous in 
(F’) and q(t) t@ + 0 as t - co, Corollary 4.1 was obtained by Petryshyn [28]. 
Assumption (B3) appears in [28] and as was noted in [28], one could, following 
the approaches of Leray-Lions [12] and of Browder [l], impose conditions 
which involve only the highest order terms in (B3). In view of this, one can use 
Assumption (B’) of Browder [l] instead of (B3), in which case we obtain that A 
defined by (25) is of type (S) and thus A-proper w.r.t. To . This also implies that 
our Corollary 4.1 includes some results of NeEas [20]. Concerning (B3) see also 
Remark 8 in [28]. Moreover, in view of Example 1.5, Assumption (B3) above 
can be replaced by 
for some c > 0 and a weakly upper semicontinuous at 0 function #I: V- RL 
with 4(O) = 0. 
Remark 4.2. A good portion of results of this paper (e.g. Theorems 1.1, 
2.1-2.3, etc.) are valid for a much wider class of mappings, namely for uniform 
limits of A-proper mappings, i.e., for mappings T such that T $- olG is A-proper 
for each 01 > 0 and some suitable mapping G (see [17]). However, in this case 
results are just of the existence type. 
Remark 4.3. Using Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 1.1 in [16], respectively, 
we have also established in [40] Fredholm alternatives for multivalued mappings 
T either of A-proper type or of the form T = I -F with F set (or ball)-con- 
densing and A linear. These results extend the corresponding alternatives for 
singlevalued mappings in [8, 6, 28, 29]. 
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